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Abstract
Internet-based financial systems and communications have entered a new phase with the advent of blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies. The new economic system with its transparency, privacy, and peer-to-peer networking,
has attracted the attention of economists. The advent of cryptocurrencies has brought new blood into the veins of
blockchain technology and accelerated its growth. After a decade of cryptocurrency lifetime, it is necessary to identify
key components to develop the use of this technology. The aim of this study is to identify the indicators needed to
develop the use of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies in financial systems. A total of six indicator groups were
identified including technology, legislation, cybersecurity, regulatory methods, public acceptance, and investment. For
this purpose, the three-round Delphi study is used to elicit expert opinions. Calculation of Kendall’s W coefficient shows
high degree of concordance of experts' opinions in determining the indicators. The indicators presented in this research
can be a helpful guide for governments and economic sections to develop the use of blockchain technology in financial
systems.
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Globalization is commonly defined as the expansion and continuity of the economy,
communications, and technology around the world. Globalization over time, with its impact on the
industrial, social, and economic areas, has led to fundamental changes in financial systems.
Also, technological advances in computer science and communications have accelerated changes in
financial systems [1]. With the development of Internet-related technologies, organizations are
adopting e-business and e-commerce technologies to increase productivity and respond more quickly
to the needs of their customers [2]. In the field of financial systems and e-commerce, new platforms
have emerged that are able to provide products and services with high speed and efficiency [3].
The advent of blockchain technology has made it possible to securely transfer unique value samples
(such as money, assets, and contracts) over the Internet without the intermediary approving or
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reviewing the process [4]. Blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies are expected to quickly become an
important aspect of the global financial market and revolutionize financial communications [5]. Blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies in the area of economics have created new challenges in both the field of
financial systems and new international currencies [6]. Blockchain technology has received the approval of
many technology experts in the financial industry due to its benefits and practical capabilities in the financial
system. Several major banks in Europe and the United States have begun testing blockchain technology in
their internal systems. Blockchain-based financial technology in banking and payment systems offer new
alternative solutions [7-9]. Also, over the past decade, the tendency of people and companies to use
cryptocurrencies and their growing popularity has led to the increasing importance of cryptocurrencies as
an alternative to traditional Fiat currencies [10, 11]. The aim of this study is to identify the indicators needed
to develop the use of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies in financial systems. In fact, this research
seeks to answer the question of what actions are needed to be taken to develop the use of blockchain and
cryptocurrency in financial systems. This paper is done by eliciting the insights of a group of experts using
a three-round Delphi study. The statistical population of the research is comprised of experts in finance,
IT and academic members.

2 | Literature review
2.1 | Blockchain
Over the past decade, Bitcoin's success as the first cryptocurrency has attracted the attention and interest
of economists in blockchain technology. Blockchain is a kind of distributed ledger. The distributed ledger
has a broader concept of blockchain technology, and blockchain has a broader concept of cryptocurrency
and even financial issues [12]. Blockchain technology provides a distributed shared database and a
consensus system. Blockchain, as a distributed shared database, only allows new data to be placed on blocks
without updating or deleting existing data. This is to prevent manipulation and review. Blockchain enables
information sharing and data transfer on a large network without relying on integrated central system [13].
Consensus systems are a key element of any blockchain system to reach a consensus on data sharing and
distribution of transactions across nodes [14].
The blockchain's integration, flexibility, and transparency features make it an attractive option for
companies to revolutionize their business processes and use it to solve the challenges ahead [15]. With
development and integration of modern technologies such as business process management, artificial
intelligence, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT) with blockchain technology, new
opportunities are created for various industries [14]. Blockchain-based financial technology (FinTech)
banking companies can offer services such as peer-to-peer lending, capital management and international
financial remittances. Blockchain-based FinTech payment companies cover a wide range of personal,
commercial, service and international payments [8, 9].

2.2 | Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency is a technology artifact and a financial transaction tool. It is predicted that cryptocurrencies
will quickly become an important aspect of the global financial industry. Cryptocurrencies have created a
new online payment system that offers new features and facilities. This peer-to-peer system enables direct
online payment without being connected to a central financial system or financial institution. These
distributed systems operate without the need for the control, monitoring and physical center that is
common in conventional financial systems. Divided into very small units and transparency of transactions
are the characteristics of the cryptocurrencies [16]. In year 2008, for the first time, Satoshi Nakamoto
introduced a digital asset with distributed database called Bitcoin. Bitcoin is the most successful
decentralized digital currency as the first cryptocurrency, at present. Many programmers began to create
cryptocurrencies with different features and functions, observing the common success of Leadership,
Bitcoin [12, 16, 17].

FinTech is developing rapidly based on cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency will have a huge impact on ebusiness tools, e-commerce and financial systems [19]. At the following, the literature of the
cryptocurrency is investigated from various point of views. Bach et al. [20] investigated the technology
growth of distributed systems in the field of consensus algorithms. One of the most important issues in
developing a consensus system is scalability. The ability of blockchain networks respond to demands on
global scale is one power, increased memory, increased storage, and improved consensus mechanisms.
Shanaev et al. [21] investigated the consequences of establishing rules and regulation for
cryptocurrencies. They believe that strict laws and increased government control over the
cryptocurrency market will reduce the price of cryptocurrencies. Allen et al. [19] examined the important
points in the design of cryptocurrency rules and regulations. Making rules by increasing trust can lead
to the growth of the cryptocurrency market and the growth of innovation. Guo et al. [22] identified and
analyzed the security risks of blockchain and cryptocurrencies by identifying the real hacker attacks and
bugs against cryptocurrency-related platforms. Security risks are classified into six groups of high-level
risks, including network attacks, endpoint security, intentional misuse, code vulnerabilities, data
protection and human negligence.
Chokor et al. [23] studied the long-term and short-term impacts of regulation in the cryptocurrency
market. The purpose of developing regulatory methods is divided into three categories: The first purpose
is to counteract risks in order to create financial stability. The second goal is to restrict criminal activities
and money laundering transactions. The third goal is to generate revenue for the government by
implementing appropriate laws and preventing tax evasion. Yeong et al. [24] examined the level of
acceptance of cryptocurrencies among information technology enthusiasts in Malaysia. They identified
important drivers that predict people's behavior toward accepting digital currency. Factors of
performance expectation, facilitating conditions, social influence, and price value significantly influence
a person's acceptance behavior. Böyükaslan et al. [25] identified the drivers to invest in blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies. Researchers have done a number of activities to prioritize investment
drivers in cryptocurrencies. Strong cryptography has been identified as the most important investment
driver.
The literature survey demonstrates that despite numerous and scattered researches on the application
of cryptocurrencies in financial systems, there is no comprehensive study in identifying and classifying
key indicators based on previous research to develop the use of cryptocurrencies in financial systems.
The aim of this study is to pay attention to the current knowledge gap by identifying the necessary
indicators to develop the use of cryptocurrencies in financial systems.

3 | Methodology
Given that only a decade has passed since the introduction of cryptocurrencies globally and the novelty
of the subject, research in this area is very limited. In the lack of sufficient research and scientific
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Palmié et al. [8] reviewed blockchain technology and related FinTech, and analyzed their impact on
financial systems. The impact of blockchain on banking, payment systems, crowdfunding, insurance
technology (InsurTech), regulatory technology (RegTech) and wealth management has been expressed.
They concluded that new innovations have a disruptive effect on traditional and established financial
systems, and that disruptive innovation ecosystems need more attention. Nawari et al. [18] believe that
the implementation of decentralized technology in any industry will make major changes. The results
show that systems based on blockchain technology can be effective and promising due to their flexibility,
powerful security, identity features, ease of programming and smart contract technology in the
development of security and performance of automation systems. Qiu et al. [9] examined the impact of
blockchain technology on changing financial systems in the field of international financial exchanges.
They compared the strengths and weaknesses of the old and new systems based on SWOT analysis.
They concluded that not in the short term, but in the long run, new technologies such as Ripple will
revolutionize financial systems.
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experience, the Delphi study was used to derive specialized insights into identifying the indicators needed
to develop the use of blockchain technology in financial systems. In addition to being a predictor of the
future, the Delphi method has many applications in qualitative research. In this way, a panel of experts is
formed. The basis of this approach is to gather feedback and reach a consensus among the panel
participants [26]. Since the participants in the subject are knowledgeable and expert, the ideas collected in
this way will be very helpful [27]. Since the Delphi technique came into existence in the 1950s, it has been
widely used in researches. Some of them can be mentioned as business efficiency enhancements [28],
project management [29], supply chain futures [30], information technology [31-33].
Delphi studies may be combined with quantitative data collection (index scoring) and the use of
quantitative approaches in data analysis to provide a more accurate and realistic analysis. Triangulation is
one of the strategies to increase the validity of qualitative research that can improve the validity of the
research which is used in this research [31]. There is no clear agreement on the number of an effective
Delphi study rounds, and it should also be noted that adding more steps may result in lower response rates
[34]. There are different methods for analyzing the data, but in the Delphi technique, descriptive statistics
are usually used to check the data obtained at each round [31, 35]. More complicated techniques such as
Kendall's W, used in this study, provide a tool for investigating changes between Delphi rounds [30]. The
Delphi technique uses descriptive statistics to evaluate and compare expert responses. The Likert scale was
used to quantify responses and the Kendall's W coefficient was used to obtain the concordance of
responses and to identify the convergence created in the Delphi rounds. In the Kendall's W, W = 0 denotes
the level of no conformity and W = 1 denotes the level of full conformity. There is no general consensus
value for W indicating an "acceptable" value of consistency, but it is used as a comparative indicator
between successive stages of the Delphi study [31]. This paper utilizes the three-round Delphi method to
gain insights of experts on: What parameters develop the use of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies in financial systems? In this research, two methods of literature survey and semistructured interview and questionnaire are used to collect data. After defining the research topic, previous
documents and researches in the field of research were reviewed and related parameters were extracted.
According to the subject and protocol set for the selection of panel members of experts, Delphi panel
members were identified and selected using non-probabilistic sampling methods.
The statistical population of this study, or panel of experts, is comprised of financial experts, information
technology (IT) specialists, and academic members in Iran, who work in the field of cryptocurrency. Expert
panel members were selected by non-probability sampling and a combination of purposive (judgmental)
and snowball (chain-referral) sampling methods. In total, 23 experts from the financial experts, IT
specialists and academic members were interviewed. The descriptive characteristics of the panel members
are described in Table 1.
Table 1: Descriptive characteristics of panel members
Relative
Relative frequency
Property
Specification
frequency
percentage
Academic member
3
13%
Job
financial experts
8
35%
IT specialists
12
52%
B.Sc.
6
26%
Education
M.Sc.
12
52%
PH.D
5
22%
20-29
9
39%
Age
30-39
10
43%
40-49
4
18%
Up to 10 years
5
22%
Work experience
10 to 15 years
11
48%
More than 15 years
7
30%
Female
3
13%
Gender
Male
20
87%

Purposive and snowball sampling method is used in this study. In this method, after identifying or
selecting the first group of experts (Purposive), they are used to identify and select the next group
(snowball). Interviews begin with the first expert and during the interview they are asked to introduce
new experts to the interview. Similarly, other sample units are identified and selected. Interviews
continue until the information received is saturated, incremental learning is very low and no new
parameters are introduced.
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The questionnaire consists of four parts: first part provides some explanations about the blockchain
technology, cryptocurrency and as well as parameters extracted from previous studies. Second part
identifies respondent's area of expertise. And third part is an open ended question in which experts are
asked to explain parameters that lead to the development of the use of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies in financial systems. Each respondent was interviewed for more details [37].
After preparing the data, it was coded in two steps to structure the data and organize them. With the
identification of codes in the first step (parameters) and pattern codes in the second step (indicators),
they were used to create a structured questionnaire as a tool in the second round. The validity of the
indicators extracted from the Delphi first round and the related questions were confirmed by a number
of experts.
Round two, from the second round onwards, most of the structured questionnaires are used, and
similar individuals in the first round are asked to rank each indicator using the Likert scale. Here, cases
of agreement and disagreement are identified and a space is created for identifying new ideas, correcting,
interpreting, deleting and explaining their strengths and weaknesses [39]. In the second round, a
questionnaire consisting of the factors extracted from the Delphi first round was developed and re-sent
to the panel members to evaluate the indicators. The questionnaire was structured and similar people
were asked in the first round to quantify each indicator using the Likert scale while expressing their
opinions about the parameters and indicators. The third section was used to evaluate the indicators using
a 5-point Likert scale, in which the "least agreement" is indicated by the number one and the "most
agreement" by the number five. Using descriptive statistics, the score of each indicator was calculated
and ranked based on the score. Kendall’s W concordance coefficient was calculated to determine the
degree of consensus of experts.
Round three, at this round, the panel members, taking into account the average scores of the indicators,
prioritized them according to their importance. The experts were also asked to state their reasons for
disagreement if necessary. Kendall’s W concordance coefficient was calculated to determine the degree
of consensus of experts.

4 | Analysis and Discussion
4.1 | Round one of Delphi
At this round, through a semi-structured interview method, the research question was asked to
determine the parameters that cause the development of the use of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies in financial systems. Twenty-three experts answered questions. After receiving the
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Round one, the first questionnaire is sent as an open-ended question that acts as a strategy for
generating ideas and its purpose is to reveal all issues related to the title under study [36]. Interviews are
useful and enlightening when gathering information [37]. After collecting the questionnaires, responses
are organized, comments similar to composition, grouping and repetitive and marginal themes are
eliminated as short as possible [38]. In the first Delphi round, the results of previous studies and the
list of extracted parameters was presented to the panel members. The questionnaire was provided to the
experts and a semi-structured interview was conducted with them. The experts were asked to express
their views, parameters and factors that are not listed and are important to them.
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answers and reviewing the views of experts, the researchers prepared the data with the information
obtained from studying the literature and accompanied by two experts. After preparing the data, it was
coded in two steps to structure the data and organize them. In the first step of coding, parameters and in
the second step of coding, indicators were extracted. At this round, the validity of the extracted indicators
was confirmed by two experts.
Based on the findings, 60 parameters were extracted. The parameters were classified into 6 indicator
groups. Factors derived from the first round are listed in Table 2.

Paper Title

Table 2. Developing indicator of using blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies in financial
systems
1. Technology growth
Technology growth of platforms (software and hardware)
Development of Blockchain-based software
Development of innovation in blockchain and cryptocurrency
Installation of cryptocurrency ATMs around the world
Using cryptocurrency POSs in service centers around the world
Creating different cryptocurrency for different purposes
Increasing efficiency and speed in consensus systems
Development of technology in cryptocurrency wallets and exchanges
Development of technology in smart contracts
Production of cryptocurrency high-performance mining device
Increase the speed of transaction network of blockchain (TPS)
Achieving global scalability
Development of ICT infrastructure
2. Legislation (Rule and Regulation)
Enacting international regulation agreed by countries in the field of blockchain and
cryptocurrency
National legislation of countries in the field of blockchain and cryptocurrency
Making appropriate regulations by international financial systems
Establishing regulation by the World Bank
Establishing regulation by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Establishing regulation by the FATF
Making appropriate rules for international exchanges
Enacting property laws and dispute resolution rules
Enacting tax laws
Making investment rules
3. Development of cybersecurity
Increasing cybersecurity of blockchain network
Development of proper cybersecurity for cryptocurrencies
Development of cybersecurity in the field of blockchain-based software
Development of cybersecurity in the field of Internet of Things (IoT)
Increasing cybersecurity of cryptocurrency wallet
Increasing cybersecurity by hardware upgrades
Increasing cybersecurity of exchanges
Development of cybersecurity to prevent infiltration of hackers
Development of cybersecurity to prevent cyber spying
4. Development of regulatory methods
Development of regulatory technology (RegTech) for blockchain-based software
Achieving proper monitoring technology for cryptocurrencies
Development of surveillance technology to prevent cybercrime
Improvement of monitoring and controlling systems to prevent tax evasion
Improving know your customer (KYC) and identification methods
Development of anti-money laundering (AML) methods
Development of combating financing of terrorism (CFT) methods
Making regulatory frameworks for cryptocurrency transfer
Establishing distributed regulatory
5. Public acceptance
Increasing public trust in the cryptocurrency and blockchain-based softwares
Increasing desire of people to use cryptocurrency and blockchain-based softwares
Increasing interest of financial systems to use cryptocurrency and blockchain-based
FinTech

4.2 | Round two of Delphi
The second round of Delphi consisted of a structured questionnaire and similar people in the first round
were asked to quantify each indicator using the Likert scale while expressing their views on the
parameters and indicators. In the second round, the panel members agreed to group the parameters and
scored the obtained indicators. Ranking results of the indicators are presented in Table 3. Expert
responses have a concordance degree of 0.27 according to Kendall's W coefficient of concordance (W
= 0.27).
Table 3. Ranking of extracted indicators in Delphi round two
Indicators

Mean

Technology growth
legislation (Rule and Regulation)
Development of cybersecurity
Development of regulatory methods
Public acceptance
Increasing investment

4.56
4.47
4.17
4.13
4.08
3.39

Std.
Deviation
0.66
0.79
0.93
0.54
0.51
0.89

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6

4.3 | Round three of Delphi
In the third round, another questionnaire was provided to the participating experts in the previous stage.
They were requested to prioritize indicators based on importance while viewing the ranking obtained
from round 2 based on average scores given to each indicator. Then, they comment on ranking and
prioritize the results. According to the experts' prioritization of six indicators at this round, the highest
priority was assigned 6 and the lowest priority 1 to allow calculating the average and Kendall's W
coefficient of concordance. At this round, a higher value of Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance (W
= 0.54) was obtained. The results of prioritization of indicators are presented in Tables 4.
Table 4. Prioritizing the importance of indicators in Delphi round three
Std.
Indicators
Mean
Prioritizing
Deviation
legislation (Rule and Regulation)
5.26
0.61
1
Technology growth
4.78
1.31
2
Development of cybersecurity
3.82
1.37
3
Development of regulatory methods
3.17
1.19
4
Public acceptance
2.26
1.32
5
Increasing investment
1.78
1.12
6
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Increasing interest of governments to use cryptocurrency and blockchain-based
softwares
Using in financial systems, banking and payment
Creating and using national stablecoin by governments in domestic financial
transactions
Promoting the use of cryptocurrency as a medium of exchange
Public awareness of the advantages of using cryptocurrency and blockchain
Using cryptocurrencies in international trade by merchants and companies
Acceptance of initial coin offering (ICO)
Acceptance and use of cryptocurrency by service centers
6. Increasing investment
Increasing investment in blockchain technology
Increasing investment in blockchain-based applications
Increasing the total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies
Increasing investment in the cryptocurrency platforms and tools
Increasing the turnover of cryptocurrencies
Increasing the turnover of cryptocurrencies to an appropriate percentage of the
turnover of global trade
Public participation in the initial investment of projects by purchasing ICOs
Using national stablecoin to increase total market capitalization

4.4 | Discussion
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Blockchain and cryptocurrencies have created a new paradigm in financial systems and financial
transactions. These phenomena have opportunities and threats that need to be identified in order to take
advantage of those opportunities and repel their threats, tactfully. In the first round of Delphi, by coding
the first and second steps and approval by experts, the initial model of the research is obtained. By creating
pattern codes in the second step, the researcher can use approaches such as tabular representation (Table
2) or visual representation (Figure 2) for analysis. Figure 2 shows the model of indicators needed to
"develop the use of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies in financial systems".
This study describes the indicators that need to be realized in order to create the conditions for developing
the use of blockchain and cryptocurrencies in financial systems. The six indicators based on pattern codes
include technology growth, legislation (Rule and Regulation), development of cybersecurity, development
of regulatory methods, public acceptance, and increasing investment.
• Technology growth
The growth of the technology is important in both hardware and software platforms [40]. Production of
servers and mining devices with higher efficiency, global expansion of cryptocurrency ATMs, and
expansion of cryptocurrency Point of sales (POSs) in stores and service centers are examples of the growth
of technology [41]. Also, due to the advantages of cryptocurrencies, various application software is being
developed based on them, which will increase the public use of this technology [42]. One of the important
parameters in the growth of blockchain technology is the growth of consensus systems in this technology.
As a result, the possibility of developing consensus systems with high efficiency and speed and optimal
consumption of energy is very important [14]. A panel member stated:
One of the most important issues in the development of cryptocurrencies is the scalability or ability of the network to respond
to the demand of the network. The ability of cryptocurrencies to respond to global demand is one of the challenges of this
technology for its ambitious goals in the future, which can be solved by the growth of technology and innovation.
• Legislation (Rule and Regulation)
Leading countries in the field of cryptocurrencies have developed an initial support framework for
companies operating in the field of cryptocurrencies [21, 43]. The existence of international law will provide
a good framework for national legislation so that governments can provide the right legal framework to
support cryptocurrencies [19]. Establish laws to protect private companies, making regulations to provide
the documents required for accounting and taxation, developing identification regulations, and determining
the ways to comply with anti-money laundering regulation, are very important in the development of
cryptocurrencies [7]. A panel member stated:
To develop the use of cryptocurrencies, it is necessary to compile the required laws in the areas of cryptocurrency mining,
taxation, ownership, investment, and exchange. In all economic activities, rules and regulations protect the rights of both
parties.
• Development of cybersecurity
High security is one of the key features of cryptocurrencies. However, there have been criticisms of security
problems in this system by critics that need to be clarified [44]. As now, the cryptocurrencies themselves
have not been hacked, but that some ancillary services such as wallets created for support have had security
problems [22]. In cryptocurrency systems, there are risks such as stealing private key of cryptocurrency
from wallets, hacking exchanges, hacking applications of cryptocurrency and blockchain due to program
design flaws, phishing attacks, using cryptocurrencies as payment methods in ransomware, using power of
hacked computers to mine cryptocurrencies, and vulnerability of smart contracts due to design flaws [45,
46]. Development and increase of cybersecurity will be possible with the coordinated development of
hardwares and softwares [8]. A panel member stated:

The importance of developing appropriate cybersecurity for applications of cryptocurrency in areas such as the IoT,
cryptocurrency wallets, cryptocurrency exchanges, and smart contracts to prevent the infiltration of hackers and intelligence
services is increasing day by day.

Developing regulatory methods based on regulatory technology (RegTech) helps governments and
regulatory centers monitor the implementation of rules by companies and individuals [47].
Cryptocurrency is one of the main areas considered in the development of regulatory methods. Like any
other tool, cryptocurrencies can have dual function, meaning that in addition to their widespread use in
legal activities, they can also be used in criminal activities [23]. Regulatory systems and RegTech
companies are trying to develop identification methods and know your customer (KYC). Another
important issue in the development of regulatory methods is tax management and trade monitoring [8].
A panel member stated:
Development of regulatory methods in financial systems and the possibility of monitoring trade and preventing tax evasion,
is very effective in increasing government support for cryptocurrencies and the use of cryptocurrency-based financial systems
in the world.
• Public acceptance
Potential applications and features of cryptocurrency in various fields have created hope for solving
various challenges [48]. This gradually increases the desire of people, government and organizations for
this technology. The use of cryptocurrency in business processes, property management and FinTech
is expanding [8]. Also, cryptocurrencies are proposed as alternatives to Fiat currencies for use in
payments and financial transactions [11]. Public awareness of the advantages of cryptocurrencies,
increasing the use of cryptocurrencies in peer-to-peer payments, and acceptance of cryptocurrencies by
service and shopping centers will build public acceptance [24]. Establishing trust in online relationships
is essential [49]. By achieving an appropriate percentage of trust and acceptance in the global level, we
can expect this technology to gain an appropriate percentage of global turnover [19]. A panel member
stated:
Proper understanding of investors and users about the uncertainty of financial asset markets and cryptocurrencies, and the
future value of the cryptocurrency market can be effective in controlling fear and uncertainty and increasing their trust.
• Increasing investment
Policies adopted on investment and the use of cryptocurrency vary across countries. The developed
countries support private companies and government organizations to invest in cryptocurrency market,
platforms and applications in order to take advantage of opportunities [8, 50]. One of the most
interesting and challenging phenomena created by cryptocurrency is the initial coin offering (ICO).
Entrepreneurs and development teams use ICOs to raise capital without applying the usual business
rules [51]. Increasing total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies will expand the use of
cryptocurrency in international financial exchanges, as well as have a direct impact on the development
and increase of investment in this technology [52]. A panel member stated:
Sustainable investment in research and development of any new technology, especially cryptocurrencies, is of particular
importance. Also, increasing the total capital of the cryptocurrency market will have a direct impact on the development of
investment in this field.
In the second round, the developing indicators of the use of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies
in financial systems were ranked.
In the third round, the experts have arranged the importance of the indicators according to the results
of the second round. Table 5 shows the comparison of rankings based on the average score of round 2
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• Development of regulatory methods

and prioritization based on importance score in round 3. The results in this table show the high consensus
in the opinions of experts.
Table 5. Comparison of the indicators group rank based on second and third round of Delphi
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Round 3

Rank

Prioritize Indicators

Mean

legislation (Rule and Regulation)
Technology growth
Development of cybersecurity
Development of regulatory
methods
Public acceptance
Increasing investment

5.26
4.78
3.82

Mean
Top

3.17
2.26
1.78

Round 2

4.56
4.47
4.17
4.13

Down

4.08
3.39

Ranking Indicators
(Likert Points)
Technology growth
legislation (Rule and Regulation)
Development of cybersecurity
Development of regulatory
methods
Public acceptance
Increasing investment

The difference between the two rounds is the "technology growth" and "legislation" indicators. In the
second round, the "technology growth" indicator has the highest agreement among experts as the first
indicator. This shows that there is the most consensus on "technology growth" or, in other words, on
“necessity of the growth of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies to develop their use in financial
systems ". The "legislation" indicator replaces the "technology growth" indicator in the third round and is
the first priority in the third round. At present, during this period of blockchain and cryptocurrency
development, the importance of "legislation" is the first priority, which is logical. Because any technology
requires rules and appropriate legal infrastructure for further development. After a period of growth in
technology and limited use in the world, Blockchain needs legislation to continue its growth process.
During this period of development of blockchain and cryptocurrencies, which has been met with initial
acceptance in countries, the need for "legislation" has become more important. This is a continuous
process. With the growth of technology, the related rules will gradually be completed, and the growth
process in the growth cycle of blockchain technology will continue.

5 | Conclusion
This article provides a framework for “indicators needed to develop the use of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies in financial systems” and provides an understanding by extracting insights of the panel of
experts through the use of Delphi study. Given limited literature in this field, this study states parameters
needed to develop the use of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, also examines the priority of
their importance. The indicators for expanding the use of cryptocurrencies and blockchain in international
financial exchanges have been expressed in order to effectively use advantages of this new technology. The
main indicators include technology growth, legislation, development of cybersecurity, development of
regulatory methods, public acceptance, and increasing investment. The indicators are presented in Figure
1.

Author LastName| Int. J. Res. Ind. Eng. X(x) (xx) x-x
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Figure 1. The indicators needed to develop the use of blockchain and cryptocurrencies in financial
systems

The existence of international and national rules and regulations in the field of blockchain and
cryptocurrencies in order to create formal and legal frameworks for the development and action of
financial systems is an undeniable requirement. Technology growth in hardware/software platform has
an important impact on the stability, proper performance, efficiency and energy consumption of
blockchain systems. The development of blockchain technology in the field of consensus system,
scalability and support for the number of transactions per second (TPS) is great importance in the global
application of this technology.
In addition to legislation, another important parameter in technology development and building public
trust is appropriate cybersecurity. Cybersecurity is an important component of online financial systems.
Legislation and cybersecurity require development of appropriate regulatory methods to monitor the
implementation of blockchain and cryptocurrencies regulations. Regulatory systems are trying to
establish customer monitoring and identification systems in the field of blockchain technology. It should
be noted that the development of appropriate regulatory methods in the field of money laundering,
terrorist financing, tax collection and trade monitoring is very important for governments and will have
important effects on the development of this technology in the future. Awareness of people and
organizations with the advantages of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, and promoting the

use of cryptocurrencies in payment and financial systems will gradually build trust and public acceptance.
With increasing public acceptance and the use of technology by the people, governments and
organizations, investment in blockchain technology will also be increased.
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It should be noted that due to face-to-face interview we were geographically limited to utilize more experts’
opinions. Maybe, the indicators and related elements of each indicator are changed when more experts are
used in the Delphi study.
In future research, each of the obtained indicators, including technology growth, legislation, development
of cybersecurity, development of regulatory methods, public acceptance, and increasing investment, should
be investigated to determine the technical and specialized dimensions and their development models in
financial systems should be presented. Using the expertise of different countries in future research, the
comprehensiveness of the results in identifying the indicators affecting the expansion of blockchain use in
financial systems will increase. Research on the requirements for developing trade relations with other
countries based on blockchain technology will help to develop the use of e-commerce in international
trade.
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